
Abstract

Classical works dealing with the possibility of mother-
child incompatibility with regard to basic ABO blood
groups give contradictory conclusions (e.g. -(1,2)). Biore-
productive and population-genetic indicators have been
studied in a sample of live births and in two pregnancy
samples with different "a priori" and "a posteriori" risk as-
sessment. The analysis points out that ABO blood groups
can influence fertility of different parental pairs, and con-
sequently - assessment of the individual pregnancy risk.
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Introduction 

There are various views, which are in conflict with each
other, about clinical importance of immunity incompati-
bility mother-child with regard to belonging to basic
blood groups of ABO system. Some authors think that this
type of incompatibility has a reflection on fertility of dif-
ferent parental pairs (1,3), while the others have different
conclusions (with certain reserve; (4,5). The manifesta-
tions of hemolytic anemia of newborns due to ABO in-
compatibility are generally mild and don't have big clini-
cal importance (6). However, it is not possible to com-
pletely disregard the influence of belonging to ABO blood
groups on complex immunity interaction between a moth-
er and a child (2). It is very probable that these interac-
tions could have influence on the level of risk of individ-
ual pregnancies, having in mind especially the occurren-
ces in the early stages of pregnancy. In other words, the
chances for successful pregnancy could depend on specif-
ic arrangement of parental pairs by blood groups of ABO
system (7). 

Materials and methods 

We want to show one attempt of  usage of population-ge-
netics analysis in order to contribute to the solution of this
medical problem. Furthermore, in this paper the theoreti-
cal assumptions for  possible detection of this controver-
sial factor of fertility are being studied using population-

genetics indicators. In the last few years the bioreproduc-
tive and population- genetics  indicators have been ana-
lyzed in the samples of pregnant women, with a goal to
determine the indicators of high risk for unsuccessful
pregnancy. The basic population-genetics parameters of
certain systems of group variations have been found earli-
er in observed groups (8, 9). 

Results and discussion

In accordance with the existing medical (immunity) theo-
ry, the parental pairs could be divided into two basic
groups, and those are: risky parental pairs (by which can
appear different symptoms of incompatibility) and not
risky parental pairs. According to the same theory, the
problems due to ABO incompatibility are threatening on-
ly to the mothers with the O blood group. This is followed
by the conclusion that the fertility of corresponding pairs
in population should be lower. On the other hand, the fre-
quencies of reciprocal types of pairing in balanced popula-
tion should be equal, by population-genetics theory (mod-
el of genetic balance). In other words, the appearance of
ABO incompatibility should reflect in significant differ-
ences in frequency of critical and reciprocal types of pair-
ing, and those differences should depend on the level of
risk of different studied groups (samples of pregnancies).  
The well known theoretical basis of population-genetics
analysis of basic groups of ABO system (10) are shown in
Table 1. 
In Table 2 the theoretical frequencies of critical types of
pairing are shown, and those are the types of pairing
which can result in ABO mother-child incompatibility.
Table 3. shows the studied samples, their symbols and siz-
es. It is shown a range of table data which is relevant for
determining of statistical importance of differences in fre-
quencies of critical and reciprocal types of pairing (tables
4-10) starting with previously calculated basic population-
genetics parameters (9). In Table 6 reciprocal types are
multiplied by reciprocal types (OxA, OxB, OxAB). In ac-
cordance with the model of genetic balance, the frequen-
cy of reciprocal types of pairing should be equal. 
From the shown data (Tables 7, 8, 9) which is of descrip-
tive character it is noticeable that this parameter is de-
creasing with the decrease of the prior estimate of the lev-
el of risk.
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Table 10. shows that the main part of the critical types of
pairing are the pairings of the type AxO.
The expected frequencies were calculated from the corre-
sponding population-genetics parameters  (p,q, r), which
are characteristic for each sample. In this Table the data
for the samples A1 and A2 are merged into one record. It
could be said that for this condensed record the general
prior estimate of risk has conditional value of 1.5. As it
could have been expected, the test shows that the samples
are heterogeneous. This is understandable taking into con-
sideration the fact that the samples are formed by strictly
differential criteria of biological characteristics of preg-

nancy (unsuccessful pregnancies, risky pregnancies, suc-
cessful pregnancies).    
The obvious excess of critical and reciprocal types of
pairing (with the exemption of normal pregnancies) has a
very unequal statistical importance. As the Table shows,
statistically the most important excess of reciprocal pair-
ings is in sample E and sample A2.
Among the types of pairings (AxO, BxO, ABxO), whose
fertility is endangered by ABO incompatibility mother-
child, exists inequality in the level of risk. Furthermore,
ABO incompatibility with the mother O exists among all
the children of the pairing  ABxO, while the level of risk
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of incompatibility for other "critical" pairs differs (Table
13) and it depends from population-genetics parameters
(incompatibility can appear only in half of heterozygote
fathers of A and B blood group, and  participation of het-
erozygote in population and all its parts has a theoretical
value of 2pr or 2qr). The risk is equal to the possibility of
heterozygosis of the father. 
These differences are not taken into consideration in
showed analysis. 

Conclusion

It should be mentioned that these findings do not give
completely unified conclusions in terms of presence or
absence of ABO incompatibility mother-child, or conclu-
sions about the value of population-genetics analysis for
detection of the consequences of such incompatibilities.
The analysis of frequency of critical and reciprocal paren-
tal pairs confirms the thesis that the belonging to ABO
blood groups plays a certain role in complex immunity in-
teractions between mother and the child. In other words,
it can have an effect on the estimate of the risk of preg-
nancy. 
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